Housework, make or do?

1 HOUSEWORK
   a Match the verb phrases and the pictures.
   1 clean the floor
   2 do the ironing
   3 do the shopping
   4 do the washing
   5 do the washing-up
   6 lay the table (opposite clear)
   7 make lunch
   8 make the beds
   9 pick up dirty clothes (from the floor)
   10 put away your clothes
   11 take out the rubbish
   12 tidy your room

b 2 Listen and check.
   c Cover the phrases and look at the pictures. Say the phrases.

2 MAKE OR DO?
   a Write make or do next to the pictures.
   do a course
   _____ a mistake
   _____ an exam / an exercise / homework
   _____ a noise
   _____ a phone call
   _____ housework
   _____ friends
   _____ lunch / dinner
   _____ sport / exercise
   _____ plans
   _____ a decision
   _____ the cooking